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MEETING EUROPE

In 2005 apollonia (see the presentation of the association page 6) has launched a project
Rencontrer l’Europe (Meeting Europe) – a cycle of significant events demonstrating the
extraordinary plurality of artistic practices on our continent.
Meeting Europe by means of innovative proceedings, original gestures and actions, atypical
artistic behaviour and attitudes emerging here and there out of places that are unrecognized
or unexpected. Meeting Europe through an uninterrupted connection with artists, art critics
and operatives, through networks and cooperative projects.
Directing one’s vision towards the unique characteristics of a country or of a region means
touching upon the question of its identity and history. It involves examining the essence and
the particular characteristics inherent to each country as well as bringing to light its
relationship with other European countries and with the world.
Latvia has inaugurated this cycle with four exhibitions presented in Strasbourg and
subsequently in other European cities; the second issue of the project “Meeting Europe –
Cyprus” has met a big success in 2006-2007.
This year, we turn to the past and current artistic expressions of Hungary.

Meeting Europe – Latvia

Meeting Europe – Cyprus

Meeting Europe – Hungary
Catalogue covers

MEETING EUROPE – HUNGARY
within the framework of
St-art 2008, 13th European Contemporary Art Fair, Strasbourg
► VENUE
Wacken Exhibition Centre
7 place du Wacken
Strasbourg
► DATES
Opening on Thursday 20 Novembre (on invitation)
Exhibition from 21 to 24 november 2008
21 November 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
22 November 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
23 November 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
24 November 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
3 exhibitions – more then 20 artists – over 250 artworks
Which country could better then Hungary represent the notion of “Mitteleuropa” and remind
recent historical traumatisms in Europe in 1950-60s? At the same time, Budapest, the
cosmopolite city, crossroad of European cultures, has kept the permanent connection with
the other capitals. Thanks to its artistic milieu, Budapest has constantly maintained the link of
mutual inspirations and influences with European cultural centres, especially with Paris.

From the Nicephore Niepce Museum collection: Stereoscopic plate – view of Budapest

Basing on the principles of the cycle, “Meeting Europe – Hungary” will bring together over 20
artists, the world famous historical artistic figures and the creative forces of the youngest
generation, in order to constitute a multifaceted survey of the artistic diversity of Hungary
through the themes of “Memory” and “Identity”.
We have imagined “Meeting Europe – Hungary” in three parts:

 THE BENEFITS OF EMIGRATION:
HUNGARIAN PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE NICÉPHORE NIÉPCE MUSEUM
Artists: Paul Almasy, Brassaï, Nora Dumas, Imeric Feher, Lucien Hervé, André Kertesz,
François Kollar, Peter Korniss, Ergy Landau, André Steiner, Etienne Sved
Curator: François Cheval, Head Curator of the Nicephore Niepce Museum
Thanks to the exceptional partnership with the Nicephore Niepce Museum (Chalon-surSaone, France), one of the biggest and richest photography museums in Europe, we could
constitute an extraordinary photography exhibition mostly presenting the prints by the
artists of Hungarian Diaspora in France of the first half of the XX century.
Within this exhibition, we will show the rare series of Brassaï’s engravings on photographs
“Transmutations” and some of his prints, several photographs by André Kertesz, and other
famous names…

From the Nicephore Niepce Museum collection: Peter Korniss “Marriage”

“…More than a formal revolution (the grammar of the new vision), the “Hungarian school” [of
photography] is the perfect adaptation of a form of commission. Photomontage,
superimposition, solarization, the particular framing were not a Hungarian trademark; these
techniques belonged to the ensemble of European modernism, which had seized hold of this
vocabulary with great enthusiasm. The new economic and technical organization issued an
invitation to photography and its new developments—applied photography, the book and the
magazine in particular, which authorized all the possibilities of printing. The traditional
frontiers of fashion, of the portrait, of the nude and of advertising were erased to the
advantage of the printed image: a particle of reality playing with words, a free sign flapping
about on the page. The utilization of the Rolleiflex or the Leica freed the gesture at the
moment of taking the shot, and in the printing works, the rotogravure liberated the image from
lead and from its casing.
For all of that, Hungarian photography has inscribed itself in the history of forms as an
attitude, a position which is not unaware of historical and economic constraints but which, in
surpassing them, defines an ethos of the profession of photography.”
François Cheval
extract from the “Meeting Europe – Hungary” publication

 IDENTITY FICTION. CONTEMPORARY ART
Artists: Tibor Gyenis, Zsuzsa Moizer, László László Révész, Ágnes Szépfalvi
Curators: Lóránd Hegyi, Dimitri Konstantinidis
“Identity Fiction” brings together the works of artists who are highly sensitive to the numerous
and diverse questions of identity.
Whether it is a matter of László László Révész, Ágnes Szépfalvi, Zsuzsa Moizer ou Tibor
Gyenis, they all address the issue of the extremely fragile and subtle border which exists
between fiction, phantasm and desire on the one hand, and on the other the reality which
gives rise to the objective nature of identity.

Zsuzsa Moizer, “The one who wanted to die I”

 PROJECTED VISIONS – HUNGARY. VIDEO ART
“Projected Visions” exists since 2001 as a travelling programme devoted to the video art
creation in Europe. Eszter Lázár, young art critic based in Budapest, was invited to curate
the new Hungarian video art selection.
Artists: Miklós Erhardt, Marcell Esterházy, Andreas Fogarasi, Szabolcs Kisspál,
Ilona Lovas, Miklós Mécs, Borbála Sárai, Csaba Vándor

Andreas Fogarasi, “A Machine for”

VISIBILITY
“Meeting Europe – Hungary” will be launched in Strasbourg, a city that symbolises the
unification of Europe and capital of European democracy. A cross-road of Europe,
Strasbourg has always been an emblematic venue for European ideas and movements.
The project will benefit from a partnership with St-art, 13th Strasbourg Fair of
contemporary art (21-24 November 2008, preview night on 20 November).
St-art confirms its position as a European Fair by paying particular homage to countries
belonging to the European Union. With around 30,000 visitors, St-art is acclaimed by all the
media as the top-ranking quality Fair in France outside Paris.

St-art

On apollonia proposal, the Fair, starting from 2008, will highlight a rich cultural heritage and
give an overview of the current creative trends of the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe by inviting one capital every year. The first step in this direction will be done through
the “Meeting Europe – Hungary” project, along with the invitation of the most interesting and
innovative contemporary art galleries of Budapest.
“Meeting Europe – Hungary” will take up 400 m2 of the Fair venue, Wacken Exhibition
Centre, situated five minutes away from the European Institutions. The project will appear in
the widely spreaded St-art catalogue.
apollonia will issue a bilingual (French / English) colour catalogue gathering curator’s texts
and visual materials of all the events composing “Meeting Europe – Hungary” (3,000 copies).
After Strasbourg, both exhibitions and video programme will be shown within the wide
apollonia network. The structures that have already expressed their interest to organise the
itinerancy of “Meeting Europe – Hungary”:
- CRAC (Rhenish Centre of Contemporary Art) Alsace (Altkirch, France);
- “La Chataigneraie”, Walloon centre of contemporary art (Liege, Belgium);
- Contemporary art gallery of the National Museum of Szczecin (Poland);
- Forum for European Artistic Exchanges of Thessaloniki (Greece);
- ARTos Foundation, Nicosia (Cyprus);
- Museum of modern art of Saint-Etienne (France).

APOLLONIA, EUROPEAN ART EXCHANGES
Since 1998, apollonia european art exchanges, not for profit association based in Strasbourg,
sets itself the task of discovering and promoting contemporary artistic expressions in the
visual arts field.
Objectives:
 Cooperation, partnership, and co-productions
- To increase artistic exchanges between diverse European countries.
- To promote artistic exchanges with countries considered Extra-Community (Balkans,
Southern Caucasus, Middle East, Latin America...)
 Increasing public awareness
- To encourage discussion about questions linked to the role of the contemporary
creation in our society.
- To bring programmes of artists’ residencies into the public eye with a view to bring to
life the process of contemporary creation and promoting its understanding.
- To request an artistic approach to and thought on questions of society (war, poverty,
censorship…).
- To reinforce the distribution of information concerning artistic creation in Europe.
 To identify new forms of artistic expression and to bring into view the cultural diversity of
Europe.
 To promote the mobility of artists, artworks and cultural operators by means of travelling
exhibitions and screenings, residencies and artistic presentations throughout the whole of
Europe.
 To strengthen a European network of partners specialized in the visual arts and to put
into place long-term tools of co-operation.
Types of activities:
 Collecting of information: catalogues, specialized reviews, artists’ files...
 Organisation of body meetings: European University, annual Forum of Art Exchanges of
Thessaloniki, conferences, debates, seminars and, most recently, Mediterranean Cultural
Parliament in collaboration with Love Difference and Michelangelo Pistoletto…
 Creation and set up of the artistic events: thematic, monographic, historic exhibitions
(most travelled); European video art programme Projected Visions; artists’ residences,
etc…
Publications in various languages: exhibition catalogues, essays on the questions of
contemporary art, annual review Gazet’art.

www.apollonia-art-exchanges.com

